This is an extract of Declaration of Recommendation, form 521

By signing this declaration, I declare that:

- I know the conditions and rules for admission to examination/qualification.
- During the examination/qualification I will comply with all rules in connection herewith.
- After the examination/qualification I will comply with the rules for maintenance of the diploma in the period of validity.
- After the examination/qualification I will keep up to date with all future editions of the standards relevant to the qualification.
- I shall only make declarations about the qualification within the areas covered by the qualification.
- I shall not use the qualification in a way, which will bring FORCE Certification A/S into discredit, and not make declarations concerning the qualification, which FORCE Certification A/S might consider misleading and unauthorized.
- If the diploma is suspended or withdrawn I will stop all use of declarations about the qualification, which contain a reference to FORCE Certification A/S or the diploma, and I shall return invalid diplomas, issued by FORCE Certification A/S on request.
- I am aware that any misuse (providing wrong information, falsified documents, incorrect, misleading or unethical application) of the required documentation, qualification or the issued diploma may lead to corrective actions from FORCE Certification A/S such as for example suspension or withdrawal of certification, making it public and if necessary other legal actions.